The plan

Objective: to teach a studio audience on TV.

How to get there:

Get people to sign petitions.  In the street have one person do street classes while the others get petition signatures.  While you're doing that, get more people to get more petitions signed.  

When you think you have the bare minimum you need to get on the air at the easiest local station, present your petitions there, presumably with a few friends. When you are doing a short insert for the local news, if at all possible do it the street.  Stop passersby and ask them to learn on television.  

On the air, say:  “People are curing things all over the world.  They cure lethal, incurable diseases.  flu in under 10 minutes without substances.  People do this with or without the support of their doctors.  Doctors are also helping.  If you're a doctor, we implore you to find out about this, and help.  This has to be taught on television.  There's a killer flu coming that will paralyze this town.  Even if a couple of cases show up, people won't go to work.  We won't have phones, or running water.  If you hear this, please help.  Was that two minutes?”

The Pivotal Statement:  This has to be taught on television.  This statement has a series of becauses: because people who don't know they can cure things die of them; because there's a killer flu coming that's gonna paralyze this town; because if and when people see this taught on television they will learn it and cure things, and other people will then hear, on subsequent shows, that thousands of people are watching and curing, and they will also begin curing, and watching; because this will sweep disease of the earth because people don't have to pay for it.

More people will come in from your announcement.  Use key people who show up appropriately.  Reach out for new key people.  Some of those key people are media personalities.

March, rally, or demonstrate.  Petition larger media, and keep repeating this procedure until the media start asking you to appear -- that's when it will have tipped.

-- -- --

How to raise money to execute your plan:

Ask people who are helping to donate it.

Stand by a traffic light and hold up a bumper sticker.  Ask people in cars to put it on their car.  Wear a sign on your chest and that tells them to give a two dollar donation.  Ask people who are helping you to do this also. 

